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traditional stream that once provided clean water, and food and the 
loss of a beach once used for launching of boats and the collection 
of food. 

The architectural proposal is driven by satire based on the loss of 
rights. In architecture, satire has been defined as, 

“raising joy in all who witness it while simultaneously sparking 
rage at the wider social and economic shortcomings of our built 
environment”. 

As our culture has shifted, satire helps remind people of what used 
to be there before the fast city. The design uses the traditional 
symbolism of waka sails, whale skeletons, stone terraces, the 
sea bed and other important cultural symbols as an architectural 
means of ‘raising joy’. However, these symbols represent the loss 
of a cultural food tradition by the removal of rights to access them, 
thereby ‘sparking rage’

My research concludes that based on the removal of rights to 
traditional food sources by the indigenous population it has resulted 
in an exploited diet which consists of excessive amounts of ‘fast’ 
food. It is hoped that my architectural proposal would create an 
awareness of the injustices that have occurred and encourage the 
uptake of traditional diets rather than fast food. 

The “Fast food, slow city” project aims to create a slow community 
atmosphere in a fast city by making you meander through the 
site and to stop and appreciate your surroundings. It will create 
a community heart which will educate people about food and 
our culture, but most importantly, it is architecture that sticks two 
fingers up to the fast food industry and to successive governments 
in New Zealand that have been major investors in this industry.  

This research and design proposal addresses the problem in New 
Zealand of the environment and more readily available premade 
foods and fast food outlets. The hypothesis is that architecture can 
be used to expose the underlying cultural problems of obesity and 
thereby change the views of society.

With a continually growing fast city and fast paced lives it also brings 
with it fast food. The problem with ‘fast’ food has little to do with the 
speed at which it is served but more to do with the nutritional value 
(or lack of) and addictive nature of the food. 

This raises the question, “can architectural satire be used to raise 
awareness of the causes of obesity and thereby improving healthy 
eating?”

In New Zealand, the statistics are clear that by far the largest 
demographic group affected by obesity are Māori and Pacifica and in 
particular, low income groups. This research investigates the reasons 
behind these statistics and identifies that the fast food industry in NZ 
is predatorial as it targets low income areas and school children. Fast 
food has high levels of sugar and fats that make it clinically addictive 
and since the meals are relatively cheap and easily available, they 
become the predominant diet of those in low income areas.

The same problem was identified in Europe in the mid 1980s. 
The ‘slow food’ movement started in Italy and aimed to retain a 
traditional cultural diet rather than the ‘American’ diet of fast food. 
From this movement the ‘slow city’ movement was introduced where 
legislation was established to restrict fast food sales in urban areas. 
Both the ‘slow food’ and ‘slow city’ movements have not impacted 
New Zealand yet.

The aim for the design proposal is to create a ‘slow food’ area in 
the ‘fast city’ of Auckland to reverse our obesity epidemic, slow our 
environment down and bring culture back to our food and city. The 
selected site is situated between Commercial bay and the Britomart 
train station in Auckland CBD. Not only is the site in the heart of the 
city but has important historical symbolism as the point of arrival 
where the British arrived to purchase Auckland, the destruction of a 
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Combating New Zealand’s obesity epedemic 
by combating obesity through architectural 
satire.
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Foreword
 1 Matt Burrows, “NZ Election 2020: Overweight Kiwi Calls out Judith 
Collins over ‘bullshit’ Remarks on Obesity in Viral Post | Newshub,” 
News hub, updated October 15, 2020, https://www.newshub.co.nz/
home/politics/2020/10/nz-election-2020-overweight-kiwi-calls-out-
judith-collins-over-bullshit-remarks-on-obesity-in-viral-post.html.

2 Isoa Kavakimotu, “Isoa Kavakimotu on Instagram: ‘Judith Collins... 
WELL ?? She Isn’t Half Wrong Tbh. We Do Have to Accept 
Personal Responsibility for the Choices We Make. But Let Me…,’” 
Instagram, updated October 14, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/
CGTidoTnQ1n/.

3 Matt Burrows, “NZ Election 2020,”.

During the 2020 elections Judith Collins (leader of the National Party) 
blamed obesity on “personal responsibility,” 1  claiming that people 
are responsible for personal choices which have led them to become 
overweight. 

A member of the public ,Isoa Kavakimotu, reacted agreeing that 
partial behaviors from himself were to blame. However, the built 
environment and socioeconomics also has a large role to play in 
obesity and he is undoing a lifetime of learnt behaviors. 

“She isn’t half wrong to be honest. We do have to accept 
personal responsibility for the choices we make. But let me 
preface this by saying that I blame NOBODY but myself for 
where I am right now. Not my parents, church, friends, but 
me. I ate that bad food, drank the fizzes and added crazy 
sugar to my tea.

However, I am a product of my surroundings ... I grew up 
surrounded by takeaways and liquor stores. When the dairy 
is selling fruit for $1.50 per fruit, but pies are $1 each, and I 
only have $3 for lunch... guess what I’m gonna buy? How do 
you expect me to do 5+ a day when I barely had $5 to buy 
myself some fruits at the shop? … Corned beef, povi masima 
and lamb/mutton flaps are staples in my diet (most Pacific 
Islanders can relate). 

Growing up I always wondered why I rarely saw these cuts 
when I went to boujie neighbourhood butchers and even why 
Gordon Ramsay didn’t have a mean lamb flaps recipe...”  2

Judith Collins later apologised and claimed that she was overweight 
herself and finds it “very difficult to resist anything with potato.” 
3 Potatoes are not the problem; they were a staple of the early 
European and Māori diet from when we lived in the land of the lean. It 
is how we are preparing and cooking the potatoes, taking away their 
nutritional value, deep frying, smothering them in oil, turning them 
into fries or packeted crisps. It is the unlimited supply that we have 
from supermarkets rather than growing potatoes ourselves which 
has caused us to appreciate it less. We have created the land of the 
plenty and created a diet epidemic from sabotaging our food. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Introducing the underlying problem of how 
the government aids in creating the obesity 
epedemic which is destroying our culture and 
identity.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1.9  Research Question 

This chapter describes the takeover of 

fast food and about the growth of fast 

food outlets in New Zealand. 

It aims to provide the outline for the 

design project.
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 01 1.1  Background of the Project 

On the 15th of September 1840, the braque Anna Watson anchored 
in the deep water off Britomart Point (Figure 1) (in what is now 
known as Lower Queen Street, Commercial Bay). 4 On board were 
government officers who had come to purchase land from the Ngati 
Whatua chiefs. The land to be purchased extended from Maungawhau 
to modern day Cox’s Creek and on to Hobson Bay (much of what we 
now consider to be Auckland’s CBD). 

The meeting took place on the shoreline (near today’s Fort Street and 
Queen Street) where there were three raupo huts and fresh water 
from the Waihorotiu Stream. In anticipation of the purchase, the future 
city had already been called Auckland.
Negotiations took place and, by the 18th of September, an agreement 
was reached, and celebrations took place. The Deed of Purchase 
(Figure 2) translates that the chiefs,

 “have consented to give up to sell a portion of land to the 
Queen of England for ever and ever, (for whatever purposes…”.

In exchange the chiefs received trousers, shirts, blankets, caps, 
tobacco, pots, 

“one bag of sugar, one bag of flour”. 5

The symbolism and irony of this event cannot be overstated. This 
was the first recorded sale of ‘fast food’ in exchange for productive 
land. Processed food from a different culture containing the basic 
ingredients of what we now know as ‘fast food’ was introduced to 
the Māori diet.  

The city grew rapidly (See chapter 3, Evolution of the fast city). By 
1886, Point Britomart had been raised to the ground and used as fill 
for the land between Customs and Quay Streets. The ferry terminal 
and post office (now Britomart) buildings were completed by 1912. 

By the 1960s redevelopment accelerated as the old industrial 
buildings were demolished and replaced by retail shops. “People 
came to town. The ladies came dressed up with hats and gloves back 
then.” 6

But it was the mid-1970s that saw the fastest development following 
a master plan produced by Professor Robert Kennedy. His plan was a 
copy of the ‘precinct’ design principles from the US and the plan was 
a simple grid with tower blocks.

Not only was the master plan imported from the US, but the fast-food 
industries also came over from the US at the same time. The first KFC 
arrived in 1971, Pizza Hut in 1974 and McDonalds in 1976.
As a consequence of the fast growth of the city and the rapid increase 
of fast-food outlets, in 2021 (one hundred and eighty-one years after 
fast food was introduced) one in three people in NZ suffer from obesity 
and those are mostly Māori and Pacifica (Ministry of Health, 2020) 
(see Chapter 2, Evolution of Fast food).

One of the main causes of obesity is poverty. 7 Fast food is cheaper 
than healthy foods by about $2 per day, is more convenient and is 
perceived to taste better because it temporarily satisfies cravings for 
sugar and salt. 8

However, the cravings have been shown to be addictive, having, 

“drug-like effects, including bingeing, craving, tolerance, 
withdrawal, cross-sensitisation, cross-tolerance, cross- 
dependence, reward and opioid effects.” 9

The fast-food industry exploits this addiction and specifically targets 
low-income areas. In NZ, the walk to a fast-food outlet is half the 
distance in low decile areas compared with high decile areas. 10

In 2019, the health costs associated with obesity were estimated 
to be $624 million or about 4.4% of the country’s total healthcare 
costs.11 However, successive governments have sided with the fast 
food industry and avoided even the simplest controls such as banning 
advertising near schools or a sugar tax (shown to be effective in all 
other OECD countries), despite a NZ poll that showed that 67% of the 
population were in favour of them.12

One important reason for the lack of concern is that successive 
governments have held significant investments in fast food. In 2016, 
the NZ Superannuation Fund and ACC had more than $260 million 
of tax payers money invested in the fast-food industry. These social 

4 George Graham, “Foundation and Settlement (1840-1850) in Barr, J. The City 
of Auckland, New Zealand: A history : The Māori History of the Auckland Isthmus 
(Tamaki-makau-rau)”  (Auckland: Press of Whitcombe & Tombs Limited Auckland, N.Z, 
1926), 38, https://www.gutenberg.org/files/46925/46925-h/46925-h.htm

5 George Graham, Foundations and Settlement (1840-1850), Pg.40.

6 “From the 1800s to Today – Some of Our Oldest Businesses on Change and 
Heritage,” Insight, Heart of the City: Auckland’s City Centre Business Association, 
updated September 17 2018,  https://www.hotcity.co.nz/latest-updates/1800s-today-
%E2%80%93-some-our-oldest-businesses-change-and-heritage

7 Morar Manisha, Stefanie Vandevijvere and Boyd Swinburn, “The potential impact of 
an implemented income redistribution package on obesity prevalence in New Zealand,” 
Social Science & Medicine 268, no.8 (2021:, doi:10.1016/j.socscimed.2020.113483.
 
8 Mayuree Rao, Ashkan Afshim, Gitanjali Singh, Dariush Mozafarian, “Do healthier foods 
and diet patterns cost more than less healthy options? A systematic review and meta-
analysis,” BMJ Open 3, no. 12 (2013): doi: 10.1136/bmjopen-2013-004277.

9 James J DiNicolantonio, James O’Keefe and William L Wilson, “Sugar addiction: 
is it real? A narrative review,” British Journal of Sports Medicine 52, no. 14 (2017): 
doi:10.1136/bjsports-2017-097971.

10 Jamie Pearce, Tony Blakely, Karen Witten and Phil Bartie, “Neighbourhood deprivation 
and access to fast-food retailing: a national study,” American Journal of Preventative 
Medicine 32, no.5 (2007): doi:10.1016/j.amepre.2007.01.009

11 Pearce, Blakely, Witten, Bartie, “Neighbourhood deprivation and access to fast-food 
retailing: a national study,” American Journal of Preventative Medicine, 32.
 
12 Nick Wilson, Lisa Te Morenga, Sally Mackay, Sarah Gerritsen, Christine Cleghorn, 
Amanda C Jones and Boyd Swinburn, “Food taxes and subsidies to protect health: 
relevance to Aotearoa New Zealand,” New Zealand Medical Journal 133, no.1511 
(2020).

Figure 1. The Anna Watson anchored off Britomart Point. 
The first Government settlement of the Waitemata River.

Figure 2. The Deed of Purchase of the site of Auckland.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

safety nets (NZ Super and ACC) for the elderly and sick derive their 
funding from an industry that directly causes significant health problems 
to the population.

With governments unwilling to take any effective measures of control on 
the fast food industry and the problem of obesity continuing to increase, 
the problem is likely to worsen. 
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The project is a center for ‘slow food’. Its primary purpose is to educate 
people about the nutritional and cultural qualities of food through the 
cultivation, preparation cooking and marketing of local, unprocessed 
foods of cultural significance. 

The ‘slow-food’ movement started in the mid 1980s in Europe but did 
not achieve significant traction in Australasia. The movement started 
as a means to resist fast-food outlets and encourage the consumption 
of locally grown food prepared traditionally. An important aspect of 
this being that the food is more nutritious, has less sugar, fat and 
sodium, thereby reducing obesity. 

The design proposal (see chapter 6, Method of design on site) has 
the foundations of its satire in cultural symbolism. Using Te Aranga 
principles of Ahi kā 1 and Tohu 2, it exposes and celebrates the once 
pure Waihorotiu stream; rediscovers the seabed under the reclaimed 
land; incorporates the forms of whales (that were once an important 
food source for Maori); replicates the terraced gardens of Ihumatao (a 
proposed UNESCO World Heritage site); pays respect to the waka 
that brought food to the shores and includes symbolism of the waves 
that once crashed on the original shoreline near Customs Street.

The site (see chapter 5) was selected because of its historical and 
cultural significance, not only because it was where the city began but 
also because it is the location of the first fast-food transaction between 
a bi-cultural nation. The design proposal lies beneath pavement level 
to deliberately reduce short-cuts across the city blocks. It is an island 
where consumption of food is conducted with a cultural conscience. 
At the same time, what can be seen at street level is intended to 
contirbute to the urban design of Auckland.

1. Ahi kā: Iwi/hapū have a living and enduring presence and 
are secure and valued within their rohe . 
2. Tohu: Mana Whenua significant sites and cultural 
landscapes and landmarks are acknowledged.

1.3 Education through seeing

Showing people in an educational way how we can improve our 
relationship with food can give them an understanding of healthy eating 
habits they can implement into their lives. By having an auditorium 
space it provides an area where people are visually taught about food 
through lectures, shows and classes. This space will be like a lecture 
theatre and will be open to the public to book for small functions or to 
visit when scheduled classes are on. 

There is also an observational education through the process of 
unintentionally observing the actions taking place on site. Having the 
site beneath the pavement level allows for people to look down into 
what is happening. 

1.4 Education through physical

By educating people through physically doing tasks it can cement 
healthy behaviours. This can be done by showing people how to 
use food and the variety of ways to cook food in a healthy way. This 
component will be made up almost as a classroom similar to a school. 
It will have multiple workshops you can attend and to learn about 
cooking a variety of vegetables and fruits in many cultural ways. This 
classroom will be accessible individually through workshops run by 
people who maintain the site during day, night and weekend classes. 

This classroom can also be booked out by community groups, schools 
and other large programmes. The classroom will be used to educate 
about waste systems and the cycle of reusing food scraps in compost 
for gardening.

The second aspect of educating people through physically doing tasks 
is having a community garden spot that allows people to come and 
grow vegetables. The vegetables planted will be both from overseas 
and New Zealand as all foods are encouraged in a healthy diet 
especially in our bicultural country. The garden spot will use compost 
made on site.

1.5 Education through continuation

The site will also have places where the produce is sold. This can be 
raw produce as well as stands which sell ready to be eaten food, if you 
wanted to enjoy and sit in the space for example. This gives people the 
opportunity to take home the knowledge or just enjoy being a part of 
the community. Produce will not just range from fruit and vegetables 
but could also have stands that provide other nutritional foods such as 
wholegrains, beans and legumes, nuts, herbs, spices and honey.

1.6 Who will use it?

The project will be open to the public of all ages, however there will be 
a large focus on children and schools coming to the site. This is because 
if we can teach children at a young age, behaviours can be stopped 
before they are learnt. 

Every child should be taught about food,

 “the adults the last four generation have blessed our children 
with the destiny of a shorter life span than their parents. Your 
child will live a life of 10 years younger than you because of the 
landscape of food we’ve built around them.”  14

Starting with educating children will prevent unhealthy habits which 
are harder to change as they grow older. The younger generation can 
learn and adapt faster.

1.2 Project Outline

With the current risk that obesity has on our health, it is crucial that 
people understand how we can change our habits to undo these 
learnt behaviours. To do this we must give people an understanding 
of what good food is and what we are putting into our bodies.

The fast food, slow city design project intends to educate people on 
the health benefits of food through traditional ways of eating in the 
city. 

It aims to draw people away from conventional fast-food outlets by 
placing an emphasis on good design that includes the production of 
food (urban gardens) and traditional ways of food preparation. 

The design will be a celebration of where food comes from, its 
nutritional and health benefits and pride in cultural heritage of eating 
in the time before fast-food. 

In order to relate obesity to architecture, I have used architectural satire 
as, on the one hand, it can celebrate food and its cultural significance 
while, on the other hand, provoke criticism towards governance and 
businesses that have turned their back on the issue of obesity in New 
Zealand.

I have taken my definition of architectural satire as, 

“humorous criticism that has the capability of raising joy in 
all who witness it while simultaneously sparking rage at 
the wider social and economic shortcomings of our built 
environment. A thin veneer of juvenility coats multiple layers 
of sharp analysis on a wide range of contentious issues faced 
by contemporary cities and their inhabitants.” 13 13  Paul Keskeys, “The Joke’s on You: The Brilliant Wit and Bitter Truth Behind 

Architectural Satire,” Architizer, accessed May 2021, https://architizer.com/blog/
practice/details/the-jokes-on-you/ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

14  Jamie Oliver, “Jamie Oliver: Teach Every Child about Food | TED Talk | TED.Com,” 
TED talks, Updated 2010, https://www.ted.com/talks/jamie_oliver_teach_every_child_
about_food.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1.9 Research Question

Can architectural satire be used to raise awareness of the causes of obesity and thereby improving healthy eating?

1.8 Scope and Limitations

The project is going to be a community garden in town but does not  
aim to feed the population. It is rather a hub that encourages people 
to learn about produce, culture or even to have a break from the busy 
city.

The project is to inspire people and show how easy it is to cook healthy 
food using home grown produce. It is to educate people and act more 
like a school to provide education for people but also a community 
space will give more life to the city centre and a place to bring people 
together.

It is to inspire and show people how easy it is to cook healthy food 
and give them an understanding of where it is coming from to help 
prevent health related issues such as obesity. It is not limited to only 
the people who live in the city but rather to anyone who works, visits 
or wants to gain knowledge about food. 

Even though the project encourages walkable cities the focus is mainly 
on slowing down the community through bringing back traditional 
culture in our communities.

The hub will be a place of consideration towards creating a better 
environment such as cooling the city, improving air quality and 
regeneration of electricity. 

1.7 Aims and Objectives

• To encourage people how to eat healthily and how clean eating 
can impact your overall health as well as to educate people on 
the cultural qualities of food.

• To use architectural satire to provoke criticism towards fast food 
industries and the NZ Government who provoke fast food and 
have turned their back on the issue of obesity.

• To create a slow community atmosphere in a fast city environment 
by using meandering as a tool on a site which currently is used as 
a thoroughfare.
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. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 
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. . . . . .

This chapter describes the takeover of 

fast food and about the growth of fast 

food outlets in New Zealand. 

It aims to show why fast food is a 

problem for society and how the 

excess sugar, fats and salts are causing 

problems to our health.
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2.2 History of Food in New Zealand

The Māori diet consisted of many edible plants such as kūmara, yam 
and taro. Different techniques were used to preserve and cook these 
foods due to New Zealand’s colder climate compared to the Islands. 
Harvesting, preparing and cooking were techniques done together as 
a community, such as a daily hāngī. (an underground pit for steaming 
food)

Sources of meat such as the Polynesian rat, dog and moa were all a 
staple, however fish was the main source of protein they ate. 15

One of the main reasons that Europeans settled in New Zealand was 
due to the abundance of land for growing food.

“If you’re the top of the heap, you don’t change heaps. It’s the 
people that want to improve their lives that up-sticks,” food 
historian David Veart says.

It was part of the sales pitch, “emigrate to New Zealand and 
you’ll have a full stomach”. 16

Europeans grew up with a dinner of “meat and three vegetables, or 

Other criticism includes:

- Negative Health effects (cardiovascular disease, colorectal   
 cancer, obesity, high cholesterol insulin resistance conditions)
- Animal cruelty
- Worker exploitation
- Cultural degradation
- Mental illness
- Waste food and waste packaging

While the dictionary definition defines fast food by mass produced 
food with the momentum of food production it only touches the 
surface about the true definition of ‘fast food.’ The meaning of fast food 
should focus more on poor physical and mental health, exploitation of 
humans and animals, a loss of culture and unnecessary waste. 

a Sunday evening roast.” The influence of new migrant groups into 
New Zealand established a wider range of cuisines to explore, recipe 
books started to incorporate more rice, pasta and spices into them. 
More restaurants were opening making them suddenly more popular. 
The diversity of food also increased because of more international 
cuisines being introduced. 17

The production of food suddenly caused a big change to life. Examples 
such as the production of soft drinks in the 1830s, American style pre 
packet cereals and precooked porridge in the 1920s, pre sliced white 
bread in the 1950s. 18 All to make life easier and time management 
more efficient. 

New inventions such as the microwave and the fridge and freezer 
also meant that people (especially housewives) were able to spend 
more time elsewhere rather than in the kitchen. It was the beginning 
of ‘fast.’

The changing society, new produce that was being brought over and 
new ideas around food has caused our eating habits to change.

02
2.1  What is Fast Food?

The dictionary defines fast food by the speed of service, preparation 
and receiving of food for convenience to be taken away.

For example:
Cambridge dictionary: “Hot food such as hamburgers that is 
quick to cook or is already cooked and therefore served quickly 
at a restaurant.”

Oxford English dictionary: “Easily prepared processed food 
served in snack bars and restaurants as a quick meal or to be 
taken away.”

Wiktionary: “Anything standardized, quickly available, and 
inexpensive, often, of low value.”

Even though the definition of fast food refers to easily prepared quick 
food, the dictionary does not include information about refined sugar, 
trans fats, high sodium contents, unhealthy nutrition benefits and 
how the industry is exploiting people. 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . .

15 Charles Royal and Jenny Kaka-Scott, ‘Māori foods – kai Māori - Traditional cooking 
and preserving’, Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, updated September 5, 
2013,  http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori-foods-kai-maori/page-2 
 
16 Thomas Manch and Rachel Clayton, “Meat and three veg: The history of New 
Zealand’s diet,” Stuff, updated March 13, 2017, Meat and three veg: The history of 
New Zealand’s diet | Stuff.co.nz

17  Kathey Kyoko Kudo, “Food and Identity in New Zealand: The Cross- Generational 
Transmission of Cultural and Gender Identity through Food,” (Master theses, 
Victoria University of Wellington, 2011), 32-39, https://core.ac.uk/download/
pdf/41339796.pdf

18 Thomas Manch and Rachel Clayton, “Meat and three veg: The history of New 
Zealand’s diet.”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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2.3 Fast Food in New Zealand

When thinking about fast food, the first thing that often comes to mind 
is McDonalds. It is the world’s largest and most popular fast-food 
restaurant chain with over 39,000 locations in over 100 countries.19  
This is because the chain has all aspects that people want, speedy 
service (drive through, fast ordering systems) cheap menus ($1 items, 
family combo meals such as hunger busters) and constant updates to 
their menu to appeal to the public.

In New Zealand almost every suburb has a McDonalds and they are 
not hard to find. The Golden Arches opened in 1976 on the 7th of 
June in Porirua, 20 the second in Queen Street one year later. As of 
2020 McDonalds opened its 50th Restaurant and has 170 outlets.

This rapid growth has been seen by many other fast food chains as 
well. KFC first opened in Royal Oak in 1971 and Pizza Hut in 1974. 
As of 2020 there are 102 KFCs and 13 Pizza Huts (both owned by 
the same franchisee who also owns Taco Bell and Carl’s Jr).
Subway has the greatest number of outlets in New Zealand (250) 
and the domination of the market is in the following order: 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . .

2.5 Current Obesity Statistics

The following Obesity statistics are taken from the School of 
Nursing journal online “Does socioeconomic status effect the rates of 
childhood obesity in New Zealand?” Volume 4. 22

2.4 Mindless Advertising

As far as the fast-food industry is concerned there is more of a 
need for people to buy fast food rather than prioritizing people’s 
health. One way to do this is by focusing on advertising to get 
people through the door. Fast food labels are on billboards, all over 
television adds and even sponsor sports events. These advertising 
and sponsorships are sending the wrong message to children and 
adults about fast food. 

An example of this is fizzy drinks. Coca-Cola became popular due to 
the US soldiers in World War II. By the end of 2005 almost a quarter 
of the New Zealand population drank Coca-Cola during the week. 
21 Even through advertising Coca-Cola was able to give an image 
of what Santa looks like to kids today, painting him red and giving a 
jolly look about him.

19  Nathan Reiff, “10 Biggest Restaurant Companies,” investopedia, updated 
August 6, 2020,  https://www.investopedia.com/articles/markets/012516/worlds-
top-10-restaurant-companies-mcdsbux.asp.

20  “Macca’s Story: Where we’ve come from,” About Macca’s McDonald’s New 
Zealand, accessed July 23, 2021, https://mcdonalds.co.nz/about-maccas/maccas-
story.

21  Thomas Manch and Rachel Clayton, “Meat and three veg: The history of New 
Zealand’s diet.”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

22 Charlotte Paterson, “Does Socioeconomic Status effect the rates of 
childhood obesity in New Zealand?,” School of nursing online journal, 
Otago Polytechnic 4 (2017): , https://www.nursingjournal.co.nz/volume-
four-2-2017/does-socioeconomic-status-effect-the-rates-of-childhood-
obesity-in-new-zealand/

Adult obesity statistics

The New Zealand Health Survey 2019/20 (Charlotte Paterson, “Does 
Socioeconomic Status effect the rates of childhood obesity in New 
Zealand?”) found that:

• around 1 in 3 adults (aged 15 years and over) were obese   
 (30.9%)
• the prevalence of obesity among adults differed by ethnicity,  
 with 63.4% of Pacific, 47.9% of Māori, 29.3% of European/  
 Other and 15.9% of Asian adults obese
• adults living in the most socioeconomically deprived areas   
 were 1.8 times as likely to be obese as adults living in the   
 least deprived areas*
• the overall prevalence has remained relatively stable since   
 2012/13, however there was an increase between 2011/12  
 and 2019/20 for adults aged 45–54 years and 55–64 years.

Child obesity statistics

The New Zealand Health Survey 2019/20 (Charlotte Paterson, “Does 
Socioeconomic Status effect the rates of childhood obesity in New 
Zealand?”) found that:

• around 1 in 10 children (aged 2–14 years) were obese (9.4%)
• the prevalence of obesity among children differed by   
 ethnicity, with 29.1% of Pacific and 13.2% of Māori    
 obese,  followed by 3.4% of Asian and 7.2% of European/  
 Other children
• children living in the most socioeconomically deprived areas   
 were 2.7 times as likely to be obese as children living in the   
 least deprived areas*
• the child obesity rate has decreased since 2018/19, and   
 while this has decreased since last year, it is too early   
 to report a trend.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 3. Two year growth of Fast Food in New Zealand

 (Fast food outlet x Growth)

Figure 4. Average adul BMI by sex x ethnicity in New Zealand.
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Obesity is not evenly distributed across the New Zealand population 
but impacts more on low-income groups and, in particular Māori 
and Pacifica. Many studies have investigated the relationship 
between obesity and gender, ethnic group and age. 

A study at Otago University 23 has demonstrated that low-income 
groups are deliberately targeted by multinational food outlets. 

Figure 5  illustrates the median travel distance to a multinational 
fast-food outlet in relation to NZ deprivation deciles. High 
deprivation areas have typically half the travel distance to fast food 
outlets in New Zealand than low deprivation areas.

The reasons that Māori and Pacifica are such an easy target for 
multinational fast food have been attributed to:24

• Wide scale land confiscations 
• Loss of mātauranga (knowledge) and resources 
• Loss of access to traditional food sources 
• Wide-scale migration into urban centres

2.6 The Obesity Epidemic

People understand the reason for obesity. More calories consumed 
than calories burned causes stored fat. Obesity is becoming extremely 
common with the number of obese people tripling worldwide since 
1975, along with this New Zealand has become the third most obese 
country in the OECD. 25

The two main reasons that obesity is a problem is because of the 
major health concerns it poses and because it is becoming extremely 
common in society. Obesity is also something that can be controlled 
and is not due to our genes, this gives the reason why it is a growing 
epidemic.

The driving reason for the obesity epidemic is convenience. Premade 
food or fast food is often conveniently fast, conveniently cheap and 
conveniently tasty because of excess fat salt and sugar added to it. 

The price of healthy food makes fast food conveniently cheap. The 
price of healthy food for a lower socioeconomic income family makes 
up around 40-50% of the family income,26 making it hard for these 
families. Often items such as the McDonald $1 menu look appealing 
because it seems cheaper than grocery shopping. This can add up to 
be better for a family than eating in.

Conveniently fast is seen in many forms, through being able to pick up 
takeaways on the way home from work instead of arriving home and 
having to cook a meal or by using the drive through and fast production.

Conveniently premade means more preservatives. The added sugars 
in processed foods make them higher in calories compared to fresh 
produce and are harder to digest and break down. Inventions such as 
cereal in the 1920s allowed for children to eat a ‘fast’ meal before 
school. Some cereals today are 30 percent sugar. 27

Figure 5. Median travel distance to fast-food outlet for New Zealand 

deprivation deciles

23 Pearce J, Blakely T, Witten K, Bartie P, “Neighbourhood deprivation and access 
to fast-food retailing: a national study, American Journal of Preventative Medicine 
32(2007)5:375-82.
 
24 Lisa, Te Morenga, “Diet and the burden of disease: a Māori perspective,” The University 
of Victoria, accessed April 2021, https://www.otago.ac.nz/wellington/otago695969.pdf  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

25  “Obesity,» Diseases and conditions, New Zealand Governemnt Ministry of 
Health, updated December 3, 2020, https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-
and-conditions/obesity.
 
26 Delvina Gorton, “affordability and accessibility of healthy food for children: 
background paper,” Heart Foundation, published October, 2013, affordable-
accessible-healthy-food-background-paper.pdf (heartfoundation.org.nz)
  
27 Thomas Manch and Rachel Clayton, “Meat and three veg: The history of New 
Zealand’s diet.” 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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2.8 Combating the Problem

The Government has tried to act by introducing a childhood obesity 
plan in 2015 by keeping an eye on the weight of Kiwis up to the age of 
18. Children in schools around New Zealand are checked for obesity 
or if they are at risk. They are then referred to health professionals. 
The target also focused on health star ratings, health boards and the 
marketing of sugary food to children. It has not seemed to work as the 
nation is only getting fatter.

The Government needs to take a better plan of action. It can be 
preventable, however if these are caught in the earlier stages. The 
target should not be the children who are overweight but rather to 
combat the whole school audience by educating them on healthy 
foods. 

There are four main areas that need to be addressed if the problems 
associated with fast-food are to be tackled.

02
2.7 What is the problem?

People understand that fast food is a high in calories and low in 
nutrients, but they still choose to eat it. The reason for this is because 
it is fast, convenient and cheap and they don’t understand how 
overconsumption of fast food will affect them. 

Our bodies are designed to live in the land of scarcity but we are now 
exposed to the land of the plenty. The consequences of overindulging 
in energy full, cheap meals are illustrated by research carried out 
by the World Health Organisation and illustrated in Figure 6. New 
Zealand is at the top of the graph which means, in simple terms, 
Kiwis have grown more obese than any other country as a result of 
fast-foods. 

Becoming obese has serious implications on our health. It is not the 
excess weight which is causing these negative effects but rather 
the implication of the weight. Problems such as becoming insulin 
resistant (which means the body no longer is able to convert glucose 
into energy) can lead to diabetes, blocked arteries fatty liver and 
heart disease and even cancers. 28 

Cardiovascular disease is the number one cause of death in the 
world. “the amount of people who die from cardiovascular disease 
is the equivalent of four jumbo jets crashing every single hour, every 
single day, every single year.” 29

Average Amount of people in a jumbo jet: 500
500 x 4 ( jumbo jets per hour) = 2,000
2,000 x 24 (hours in a day) = 48,000
48,000 x 365 (days in a year) = 17,520,000 people

“An estimated 17.9 million people died from heart attack or 
stroke in 2019, which made up 32% of global deaths.” 30

Most reasons for these heart attacks and strokes can be prevented 
through changing behavioural habits from an unhealthy diet, obesity, 
physical activity and excessive amounts of alcohol.

28 “Obesity,” Risk  Factors, British Heart Foundation, accessed July 28, 2021, https://
www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/risk-factors/obesity.

29 “Sources and Statistics,” Facts, What the Health, accessed July 28, 2021, https://
www.whatthehealthfilm.com/facts.

30  “Key Facts,” Cardiovascular Diseases (CVDs), World Health Organisation, 
updated June 11, 2021, https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/
cardiovascular-diseases-(cvds).

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 6. Change in age-standardized mean body mass index (BMI) 

as a function of change in average annual fast-food transactions per 

capita in 25 high-income countries of the OECD 1999–2008. 

1) The political problem of certain political parties favouring the  
junk-food industry over public health by claiming that obesity  
is only about personal responsibility.31

2) Health education, in particular allowing the fast-food 
industry to ‘educate’ children.  “It is highly inappropriate and ethically 
problematic for companies selling ultra-processed foods to be 
“educating” New Zealand children about nutrition” 

3) The overwhelming investment in advertising by the 
multinationals that undoes health education. Research at the 
University of Auckland 32 found that, although there is a specific code 
for protecting children from junk food advertising, it was being ignored 
without any form of penalty. (The Advertising Standards Authority in 
NZ is funded by industry, self-regulates and cannot apply sanctions).

4) Government investment in fast-food. NZ Superannuation 
Fund and ACC has more than $260 million of tax payers money 
invested. 33

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

31 “Judith Collins: Obese people must take responsibility for ‘personal choices,’” 
Politics/ Health, Radio New Zealand, updated 0ctober 13 2020,https://www.rnz.
co.nz/news/political/428264/judith-collins-obese-people-must-take-responsibility-
for-personal-choices 

32 Fiona Sing and Bruce Kidd, “Stronger rules needed for unhealthy food ads,” Facility 
of Medical and Health Sciences, Health and Medicine, The University of Auckland, 
updated December 15, 2020, https://www.auckland.ac.nz/en/news/2020/12/15/
stronger-rules-needed-for-unhealthy-food-ads.html
 
33   “Analysis of food industry commitments and government response,” Unhealthy 
food, Health Coalition Aotearoa, updated November 18, 2020, https://www.
healthcoalition.org.nz/analysis-of-food-industry-commitments-and-government-
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This chapter describes the ideas of 

‘fast’ in an urban context and how 

this can begin to be incorporated 

into a design proposal.

Evolution of the Fast City

3.1 The fast city
3.2 Towards a ‘Slow City’
3.3 ‘Fast Food’ in a ‘Fast City’
3.4 The slow food movement

 03 .
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . .

Evolution of the Fast City
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Internet speed, click-to-pay, 5G, quick fix and prêt-à-porter.

Epidemic, pandemic, virus variant and antibiotic resistant. 

Crime-tracking, facial recognition, traffic mapping, Uber/Ola/Zoom, 
shovel ready, bust and boom.

Therefore, a ‘fast’ city is one of instant gratification at street level: 
short-cuts, fast bucks, speed dates, closing deals, fast meals and 
faster wheels. It is these societal values that have molded the streets 
of our cities and our streets that have molded these values.  

Fast food is just one part of a fast city. However, this project focuses 
on the cultural changes specifically relating to fast food (discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 2, evolution of fast food). The simple definition 
of fast food may focus on speed and mass-production, but the 
meaning of fast food has become synonymous with poor physical 
and mental health, exploitation of humans and animals, a loss of 
culture and unnecessary waste.

03
3.1 The Fast City

‘Fast’ is speed and, in an urban context, one’s first image is traffic. 
Cars racing by, trains speeding along, pedestrians rushing to catch 
something, cyclists in lycra, scooters, green lights, fast lanes, flyovers 
and so on. 

This is probably the vision of a highway engineer who wants to keep 
the city moving and measures ‘fast’ in km/hr. However, a fast city is 
measured in much more than just km/hr. It can also be measured by 
growth (spread and height) over time, population density, economic 
productivity, information exchange, house prices, obesity and so much 
more.

In addition to these measurable characteristics are the cultural 
changes that occur gradually and in small increments of time. 

The credit card, swipe card, contactless payment, instant finance, 
retail 24/7.

Speed-dating, dating apps, swipe left-swipe right, fast love and the 
morning-after pill. 

The buzz from caffeine, the sugar-high, crystal-meth and party pill. 

Convenience food, take-away, energy drink, indigestion cure and 
rapid pain relief.

3.2 Towards a Slow City

Our speed today has buried  yesterday’s values and changed our 
culture. We have lost our skills and connection to the environment 
that once was vital to surviving in New Zealand.  

It was from this concept that the ‘Slow City’ Movement started in 
1999.  Described as, “an emerging global trend where participant 
small cities commit to growing sustainably by preserving their 
authenticity while celebrating their local culture and diversity”. 34

The main aims of the movement being:

• making life better for everyone living in an urban    
 environment
• improving the quality of life in the cities
• resisting the homogenization and      
 globalization of towns around the globe
• protecting the environment
• promoting cultural diversity and uniqueness of individual   
 cities
• providing inspiration for a healthier lifestyle.

While these aims are inspirational, they give no guidance on how that 
translates to urban design or architecture.

34   Mesut Çiçek, Ulu Sevinvgul and Can Uslay, “The Impact of the Slow City 
Movement on Place Authenticity, Entrepreneurial Opportunity, and Economic 
Development,” Journal of Macromarketing 39, no.4 (2019), https://doi.
org/10.1177/0276146719882767

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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3.4 The Slow Food Movement

The threat from ‘fast’ food was seen by Carlo Petrini who started 
the slow food movement in Rome during 1986. 35 When the first 
McDonald’s opened in Italy near the Spanish steps, Petrini gathered 
protestors to throw bowls of penne pasta at people shouting, “we 
don’t want fast food… we want slow food!” 36 Petrini’s idea was to 
protect tradition and local food production which created connection 
between plate, planet, people, politics and culture. This movement 
has also encouraged us to understand the importance of food. 

The slow food movement also encouraged the idea of the slow city. 
As our cities are growing our demands have started growing and our 
lives have started to become more fast paced. The idea of the slow 
city is to stop people and slow them down, think and to take in their 
surroundings.

“139 university staff and students were asked to estimate 
how many decisions they make about food each day, the 
average response was 15. However, when the volunteers 
then answered specific questions about when, what, how 
much and where they ate and who made decisions about 
meals, snacks and beverages, the researchers found that the 
staff and students actually made an average of 221 food-
related decisions each day.”37 

The influence of our built environment has an important role to play in 

03

 35  “Our History,”  About Us, Slow Food International, accessed April 12, 2021, https://
www.slowfood.com/about-us/our-history/.

36  Heather Dowd, “A Brief History of the Slow Food Movement,” Tourissimo, updated 
July 27, 2016, https://www.tourissimo.travel/blog/a-brief-history-of-the-slow-food-
movement.

37  Susan S. Lang, “‘Mindless Autopilot’ Drives People to Dramatically Underestimate 
How Many Daily Food Decisions They Make, Cornell Study Finds,” Cornell Chronicle, 
2006, 12–14, https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2006/12/mindless-autopilot-drives-
people-underestimate-food-decisions.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

this. This idea of mindless eating from our fast paced lives has a huge 
impact on our behaviour due to the environment around us.

Today in the hustle of our city we are constantly on the go and often 
what we eat is not what we need to worry about. Our food production 
has started to focus on the evolution of our changing environments 
and fast paced schedules. We often grab what is easy, but people 
don’t often see how their food is made or where it has come from. 
We need to change our built environment to encourage us to have a 
healthier relationship with food.

3.3 Fast Food in our Fast City

One problem lies in fast. We know fast food is bad for us, but we have 
the idea of instant ingrained into us. We often just skip the idea of 
how the food is made or we wouldn’t pause to think of what is in the 
hamburger we are eating or how it is produced. This is like the idea of 
when you flick a switch on the wall the lights turn on, you often don’t 
stop to think where has the power come from you are more thinking 
about the instant need for light.

The instant need for everything has caused us to need fast and is the 
reason more and more fast food chains are becoming popular and 
more readily available to us. It is also the reason for our decline in 
health.

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . .
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Precedents
This chapter describes three 

precedents that influence how the 

fast food in a slow city project will 

be designed.

Precedents04.
4.1 High line in New York City
4.2 Slow Food Pavillion by  
 Herzog De Meuron
4.3 Dismaland by Banksy
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 04
This chapter describes three urban projects that have aimed to either 
slow down a fast city or challenge fast food in a city.

The three main aspects of the project involve slowing the city down, 
educating the public about healthy eating using nutrient dense 
produce and using architectural satire for persuasion. As the slow 
food in a fast city project is unique to itself there are no precedents that 
display all three main aspects, however there are projects that display 
these individual ideas. Some examples of these projects include the 
High Line project in New York City, The Slow Food Pavilion by Herzog 
De Meuron and Dismaland by Banksy.

Slowing the City

4.1 High Line in New York City
By James Corner Field Operations, Diller 

Scofidio + Renfro and Piet Oudolf. 

New York - 2009

As previously mentioned in chapter 3 (evolution of the fast city) it is 
very difficult to achieve “slow” at street level. Being immersed in traffic, 
pedestrians and other hustle of everyday life, makes it hard to detach 
from the quick paced environment. For example, if you were to watch 
the city from your apartment building above, you would understand 
the chaotic events happening beneath you. Still, you would not feel 
that you are a part of the busy life as you are only  watching and 
observing. You are not being immersed in the city itself.

The elevated New York City High Line allows you to separate from 
the “fast” city beneath you. The influence that this has on my design 
project is to seperate attraction from the street level. The 2.33 km 
line was designed in 2009 by James Corner Field Operations, Diller 
Scofidio + Renfro and Piet Oudolf. 38 The once old train line running 
through the west side of Manhattan was transformed into a living 
system that incorporates landscape architecture, urban design and 
ecology to create a public park, separating you from the city.

New York is known for the busy city, filled with subways, skyscrapers, 
tall office blocks. The use of tall trees creates the impression you are 
trekking through a forest which detaches you from everyday life and 
creates more peace and serenity. Creating the difference in levels also 
detaches you from the city creating a slower experience and it is what 
I also intend to achieve in my design.

38  ““History,” High line, Friends of the High line, accessed September 15, 2021, 
https://www.thehighline.org/about/

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 7 and 8. Showing the elevation of the New York City High line 

looking down on the city.
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Healthy eating through Education

4.2 The Slow Food Pavilion
By Herzog De Meuron
Milan Expo - 2015

Also mentioned in chapter 3 (the slow food, slow city 
movement.) Our food production has started to evolve in the 
same way as our evolving lifestyle … Fast. Our need for instant 
has caused us to need this in every aspect of our lives, such as 
through food. We are opting for fast even if it means unnatural 
and unorthodox ways of using, making and eating food rather 
than using nutrient dense products.

The fast food pavilion presented in the Milan 2015 expo by 
Herzog De Meuron combats the idea of fast food and aims to 
give people an understanding of food produce. The expo design 
is separated into three structures creating a triangular set up. 
This created a space in the centre that was used for gardens. 
The three structures include an exhibition about food products, 
a place for tasting and lastly a place for food conferences. After 
the exhibition the three structures were then transferred to 
schools to be used as tasting sheds for educating children. 39

The structure aims to show the importance of food on the 
environment, health and where it comes from. Through using 
education as a tool, it provides insight on the global issue of 
food produce becoming fast.

Architectural Satire for persuasion

4.3 Dismaland
By Banksy

Somerset, England - 2015

Banksy states Dismaland is “a theme park whose big theme is – theme 
parks should have bigger themes.” Banksy is an artist that generates 
art work with humor and political issues to the public eye. This is done 
with the use of Satire.

With Visitors waiting hours to get inside to see horror and unhappiness, 
Dismaland displays art such as a gothic styled Disney castle with a 
‘glitched’ Ariel from the little mermaid sitting in a green pond in the 
front to unamused staff holding black balloons who are ready to go 
home. All the galleries inside display unhappy endings of famous 
Disney movies and are the opposite of what the happy Disneyland is 
portrayed like.

The purpose of Disneyland was to bring joy to people through 
simulation and to forget the world we live in by escaping reality. The 
point of the depressing theme park by Banksy is to prove a political 
point about the world we live in. The aim is to show the hardship of 
“immigrants, economic hardships, death, and suffering.” 40  

During the 80s Jean Baudrillard a Philosopher wrote that Disneyland 
showed hyperreality by making the real world less relatable. Banksy 
tried to show this through Dismaland to get a point across. I aim 
to design a similar idea with the “fast food,  Slow city” project. By 
creating a beautiful piece of Architecture through beautiful gardens, 
extravagant architecture and subtle images which produce irony. It 
will make the public see how beautiful our city used to be in the past 
and how we have started to destroy everything by becoming “fast.” 
This will be done through the use of Architectural Satire which will 

further be explained in chapter 7 “Method of design on site”

Another piece of Art by Banksy is his “Fast Food Caveman.” It is a 
criticism of society’s heavy diet of fast food. 

This picture symbolizes how unnatural our mass consumption of fast 
food has become by comparing us to a caveman that was too lazy to 
hunt and picked up a “happy meal” instead. 

04

39  “Slow Food Pavilion - Milan Expo 2015 / Herzog & de Meuron,” Projectsm 
Arch Daily, updated May 26, 2015, https://www.archdaily.com/634043/
slow-food-pavilion-herzog-and-de-meuron

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

40  Anika Dacic, “The real message of Dismaland – Hopelessness and 
Depression of Western Society,” Widewalls, updated August 25, 2015, https://
www.widewalls.ch/magazine/political-message-dismaland

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 9 and 10. showing the placement of the three exhibition halls as 

well as the outdoor community garden.

Figure 11. showing the Slow food pavillion and the Milan Expo and 

people gathered to join the learning experience

Figure 12 and 13. Showing the satire on display at Dismaland. (The glitched 

Ariel and  broken Cinderella)

Figure 14. picturing the caveman by Banksy eating fast food showcasing 

the evolution of nutrition..
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The Project and Site05.
5.1 The site
5.2 Council Policy
5.3 History
5.4 Why the city?
5.5 Current analysis
5.6 CIirculation
5.7 Fast food
5.8 Geology
5.9 Scale of the site
5.10 Surrounding Buildings
5.11  Evolution of the Site
5.12 Sun Analysis
5.13 Transportation
5.14  Initial Sketches
5.15 Linking and Locating the programme
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The Project and Site
This chapter describes the history 

of the chosen site for the design 

proposal and any important 

characteristics.
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achieved by a few benches and 5 Pohutukawa trees, in temporary 
containers, strategically positioned to shorten their lives by locating 
them in the place of least sunshine. The large bronze statue (over 6m 
tall) of the Māori Chief (by Molly Macalister) that stood proudly on the 
square for over 54 years has gone (allegedly lost!).

The perimeter of the square is not fronted by uses that could enhance 
its potential. Its design does not allow it to be used as much more 
than a thoroughfare. The only building of merit is Britomart station, 
previously the Central Post office built in 1812. The Square has no 
features that respect, let alone recognise, the importance of this 
building that sits centrally and symmetrically on the eastern side.

5.1 The Site

The chosen site is situated in between the new Commercial Bay 
shopping center and Britomart train station on lower Queen Street. 
The site has been newly redesigned as a part of Auckland’s new City 
Rail Link construction. The idea of the new square ‘Te Komititanga’ 
was designed for people to stop, pause and reflect, hence the name 
which means to “mix” in Māori.41  

The site has been transformed from a bus terminal to a pedestrian 
only area which creates a heart at the bottom of the CBD. This is 
done by creating a thoroughfare for people to link between transport 
terminals like the ferry, bus and train station, work and shopping 
precedents. The new heart creates a busy and chaotic site which is 
constantly filled with people giving the opportunity to allow for a 
design which creates a “slow city.”

05

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

5.2 Council Policy

Auckland Council’s 2012 City Centre Masterplan recognised the 
importance of Queen Elizabeth Square as a gateway to Britomart, the 
Ferry Building and for cruise ship tourists, daily commuters and casual 
visitors. The Council advocated for a “post card image impression” for 
the square. 42

The implication of this is a superficial makeover that gives little 
significance to heritage (both Maori and European), the history of the 
site and its full potential as a place that is more than just a thoroughfare.

The Council’s 2020 City Centre Masterplan does not mention 
Lower Queen Street/Queen Elizabeth Square. It calls for “a public 
waterfront”43  but seems to have forgotten that it sold the whole of 
lower Queen Street to a private developer. It also calls for a “smart” 
and “liveable” waterfront but does not describe adequately how this 
can be achieved, leaving the statements as ‘empty signifiers’.

Māori heritage in the city is less visible than European built heritage 
and too few sites have been identified or adequately protected. One 
of the purposes of this design proposal is to celebrate, and bring to 
the attention of the public, the history of the site and the implications, 
especially of food culture, on a bicultural nation.

In terms of urban design, the Square is currently barren: a flat 
impermeable surface with token gestures of civic amenity. This is 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

41 “Te Komititanga opens for Aucklanders,” News, Auckland Council, updated  
December 18, 2020, https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/news/2020/12/te-
komititanga-opens-for-aucklanders/

42  Auckland Council, City Centre Masterplan 2012, (Auckland: Auckland council 
plan, 2012), 84, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-
reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/place-based-plans/Documents/city-centre-
masterplan-2012-print-version.pdf

43 Auckland Council, “Move 8: A Water City – Revitalising the Water front,” in City 
Centre Masterplan 2012, 181.

Figure 15, 16, and 17: Photos of the site situated between Britomart 

Trainstation and Commercial Bay.
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5.3 History

“So much was happening so swiftly as the margins of the 
town pushed out into the sea that it must have been as much a 
marvel to the people caught up in it as it is to us today. So much 
excavation and upheaval, mud and wreckage. So much sawn 
timber, so many new structures, so many boats.”  44

Before 1864 the current site was nonexistent.  In 1840 chief of 
Ngāti Whātua-o-Ōrākei and Governor Hobson established a 
partnership allowing for a port to be set up on site. This was known 
as Commercial Bay and was mainly for trading ships. European 
boats brought immigrants, and waka brought fish and vegetables to 
the bay.45  Along with Commercial Bay, Official Bay was set up for 
administrators and Mechanics Bay was set up for tradesman.

By 1864 the port began to expand, and the city began to be developed 
with buildings starting to take over flax and tents. Previously, 
Shortland Street was the waterfront with reclamation to Customs 
Street starting in 1859.

The decision to reclaim the harbour was made, and from 1875-
1886 the demolition of point Britomart began to fill in the harbour, 
redesigning the city and creating lower Queen street between 
Customs and Quay street. 46

Figure 18. Queen Street and view of harbour (1843) Figure 19. Lower Queen Street (1850)

Figure 20. Commercial Bay (1864)

Figure 21. Auckland’s waterfront (1852)

In 1912 the post office building was completed, which has now become 
Britomart Train station. The Ferry terminal was also completed. The 
design was originally five storeys high but became four as people 
complained that it would block views. (The 2020 PWC building is 38 
Storeys.)  47

Figure 22. Lower Queen Street (1922) 
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05
During 1902 the wharfs had become fully developed and electric 
trams became a major part of the area until stopping in 1956. Prior to 
the electric trams horse drawn trams were used up until 1884. These 
were not popular with cabbies who showed their anger by stoning 
Aucklands first horse drawn tram and trying to block the railroads. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

44  Jack Leigh, “The Queen of Streets,” Society, New Zealand Geographic, accessed 
September 15, 2021, https://www.nzgeo.com/stories/the-queen-of-streets/

45  “Queens Wharf History,” Auckland Live, Auckland Unlimited an Auckland 
Council Organisation, accessed September 15,2021, https://www.aucklandlive.co.nz/
queens-wharf-history

46  AkL,“Lower Queen Street,” Heritage et Al, updated September 26, 2016, http://
heritageetal.blogspot.com/2016/09/lower-queen-street.html

47 Jack Leigh, “The Queen of Streets,”

48 “From the 1800s to today – some of our oldest businesses on change and 
heritage,” Insight, Heart of the City: Auckland, updated 17 September, 2018, https://
www.hotcity.co.nz/latest-updates/1800s-today-–-some-our-oldest-businesses-
change-and-heritage

49  Dennis Smith, “A Short History of the Sixties Downtown,” Review, Architecture 
Now, updated July 2, 2014, https://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/a-short-history-of-
the-sixties-downtown/

50 Anne Gibson, “Litigation Fails: Precinct Buying Queen Elizabeth Square,” 
Business, New Zealand Herald, updated November 27, 2016, https://www.
nzherald.co.nz/business/litigation-fails-precinct-buying-queen-elizabeth-square/

In 1914, cargo handling units were built on the piers and throughout 
World War One and Two, troops congregated in Lower Queen Street 
waiting to depart from the wharfs.

In the 1960s redevelopment accelerated as the old industrial 
buildings were demolished and replaced by retail shops. “People 
came to town. The ladies came dressed up with hats and gloves back 
then.”  48

The mid-1970s saw the impact of ‘modern’ architecture on what was 
to become Queen Elizabeth Square (1980). 

Figure 23. Lower Queen Street (1904)
Figure 24. Lower Queen Street (1973)

The early 1970s  illustrates a predominance of Victorian and 
Edwardian style commercial buildings. However, Auckland Harbour 
Board had plans to redevelop. They had employed Professor Robert 
Kennedy to report on a modern redevelopment. 49 His masterplan 
illustrates the beginnings of the development that now stands 
adjacent to the Square. 

In 2018, despite litigation against Auckland Council, the publicly 
owned Square was sold to private developers for $27.2 million. 50 

Figure 25. Masterplan by Professor Robert Kennedy (1964)
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 5.6 Circulation

The site is currently pedestrianised and has ‘book-ends’ of busy 
trafficked roads (Customs and Quay Streets) that allow pedestrians 
in waves across the roads by the use of Pelican crossings.  There are 
large floods of people which gather on areas of the site in timings 
with the pedestrian lights. People pile up on either sides of the road 
and when the lights go a tsunami of people wipe the site out before 
emptying again. 

Before and after school there are a large amount of school children 
which take over the site, largely congregating around McDonalds. 
This is due to the train station being beneath the site, bus terminal 
and ferry station. As most kids are not able to drive, public transport is 
a big means to get to and from school with the site being a main hub 
for this. 

Below the site is the (as yet unfinished) underground railway track 
that connects Britomart to Mount Eden stations. The access to the 
railway station is through the entrance at the centre of the Britomart 
building. The track and tunnel run beneath the proposed design and 
would not interfere with the design.

Along the side of Quay Street and Customs Street are a continuous 
series of bus stops and taxi stands. Across Quay Street is the Ferry 
Building (1812) with ferries across the Waitemata harbour and into 
the Hauraki Gulf.

The accumulation of these public transport facilities makes the square 
a fast-moving, busy thoroughfare with every mode of transport at its 
doorstep. The Square is in itself a symbol of a ‘fast city’. The proposed 
design will impact on the existing open square, but adequate space is 
left for pedestrians to walk around the scheme or even use the bridges.

5.4 Why the City?

The city was chosen rather than a site situated in a socioeconomically 
deprived area as there is a challenge to slow down a fast-paced 
environment. The program is also for all people to create an 
understanding of food rather than just for one specific group and 
place. The site is used by many commuters around Auckland and still 
attracts a large amount and variety of people compared to a place out 
of the city. 

The idea of having the site situated in the center of town is to also 
shock people on the problem of unhealthy fast food especially in the 
CBD where there are thousands of fast food outlets. The site is also 
filled with a history of both the bringing together Māori and Pakeha 
through creating the port and was one of the first trade areas for food 
in Auckland.

5.5 Current Analysis

As the site has been newly re-developed, it creates the opportunity 
to explore how people use the space currently. The idea for the site 
was designed to contrast the fast city and slow people down when 
walking through the space. This has not been achieved as the current 
design has only incorporated paving with seating in between which 
is meant to encourage people to sit and relax. 

The square currently has no architectural presence compared to other 
squares such as Aotea square situated at the top of Queen Street. 
This in contrast has been designed with steps, sculptures and places 
to inhabit and enjoy. ‘Te Komititanga’ is only open space created as a 
thoroughfare. The idea of slowing down and exploring the site should 
be taken advantage of and the site should be architecturally designed 
to encourage people to meander through and slow down, rather than 
just get from point a to b. Meandering will encourage people to slow 
down and experience the environment around them. 

05

Circulation of the site and how to enter as well as where most people 

accumulate

Less foot traffiic More foot traffic
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 05 5.8 Geology

The site is made up of ‘reclaimed’ land that is made from the rocks 
of Britomart Point that was destroyed to form the land between 
Customs Street and Quay Street. It is likely that the rock was laid on 
the foreshore and seabed and, therefore, tapers out towards the wharf 
where a retaining wall holds it back.

The mean high tide is approximately 3m below the street level. This 
would mean that any construction near or below this level would be 
flooded as the tide rises. To overcome this, any construction would 
need to be composed of a drained double wall and floor system; in 
the same way that Britomart station was constructed. It would also 
need to be permanently pumped in order to exclude seawater.

The construction below the water line would be subject to heave from 
the pressure of the water below and would tend to float. This can 
be overcome by constructing ‘counterforts’ in the retaining structure. 
These would extend outwards at the base of the retaining wall and 
use the weight of the rock above to resist any lift.

Figure 26. Point Britomart in the process of being destroyed. The rock 

being used for ‘reclaimed’ land between Customs and Quay Streets

5.7 Fast Food

The site is crossed by tourists, commuters and school children aiming 
to catch either buses, trains or ferries. It has become a haven for fast 
food that attract those rushing from A to B in their busy daily lives.

The square has been observed at different times of the day and 
week. On the eastern side, there are currently five separate fast food 
retailers and, on the west, is a food court that has dozens of fast food 

outlets. It has become an oasis for fast food junkies. However, what is 
a surprising observation is the large number of school children who 
congregate around the fast food outlets before going to school or 
returning home.

Throughout the city there are large amount of fast food outlets which 
shows the enormous impact they have on our eating patterns.
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5.9 Scale of the Site
Dimensions: 135m long x 54m wide
Orientation: North end (Quay Street)

  South end (Customs Street)

  

5.10 Surrounding Buildings

The site is accommodating to both historic buildings and 
modern buildings. The most important ones that influence 
the design are as follows:

05

Figure 30. Dilworth Building
Gummer and Ford
1925-1927

Figure 27. Ferry Terminal Building
Arthur Page Brown
1909

Figure 29. Post Office building
or Britomart Trainstation
1873-1885

Figure 28. Commercial Bay
Warren and Mahoney
2016-2019
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05
5.11 Evolution of the Site

These drawings indicate the evolution of the site and how it 
has advanced since European settlement. 

It shows how evolution has caused us to be more self-sufficient, 
bigger and lose touch with what was originally here, instead 
we are more focused on making everything “faster.”

1840

1912

1970

2020
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 05 5.12 Sun Analysis

5.13 Transportation
 
 Bike lanes
 
 Train lines
 
 Ferry/boat access

Transport is important as it surrounds the site. Transportation 
and public transport is important for the city as car parking is 
limited and expensive so public transport is essential travel. 
The site is situated above the train lines and across from the 
ferry terminal making it a main reason to why it is constantly 
busy.

AM

PM

Exploring the sun path and making sure that the sun will be able to 
reach all areas of design as it is under pavement level. This is especially 
important as food will be grown on site so the sun is essential.
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5.14 Initial Sketches

05

These initial sketches show the progression and making of the design 
from birds eye view floor plans. It looks at how the site is divided and  
how people are able to move between the spaces. The idea is that the 
site is divided into negative outdoor space and pockets to the side of 
more enclosed public learning/ market spaces. 
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05

Using a grid created a more structured form 
between the curves in the design. This helped 
to give reason to placing objects like planter 
boxes and market stalls. It gives the design 
more order.

The green helps show the division between 
the street level above and the design beneath 
pavement level.

The green forms show the creation and 
placement of the indoor spaces and how they 
interact with the surrounding outdoor spaces. 

Initial sketches when understanding the 
levels, structure and formation of the design. 

Sections were important as most of the design 
is beneath pavement level. They helped give 
understanding to how the design related back 
to the street context. 

A B C

A

B

C
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 05 5.15 Linking and Locating the Programme

Design ideas and original perspectives when coming up with the 
scheme.

Originally the pavement was curved to help with meandering. This was 
decided against as the design needed to have more structure and order. 
It also still needed to be a walkable city and the uneven pavement was 
making the design more of a playground.

Permanent Market

Temorary Market

Structured modern kitchen

Unstructured cultural kitchen

Outdoor kitchens (hangi, fire pits)

Vegetable gardens

Auditorium learning space
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This chapter describes the actions 

that will be implemented into the 

project based on the findings in the 

previous chapters.

Method of Design on Site Method of Design on SIte06.
6.1  Percieved ‘Slow’
6.2  Physical ‘Slow’
6.3  Meander
6.4  Oasis beneath ground
6.5  Architectural satire for persiasion
6.6  Use of Architectural satire on site
 6.6.1  Whale skeletons
 6.6.2  The seabed
 6.6.3  Waihorotiu stream
 6.6.4  Waves
 6.6.5  Terraced gardens
 6.6.6  Sails
 6.6.7. Incorporating satire onto site
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6.1 Percieved Slow

My first hypothesis is that a ‘fast’ city happens mostly at street level. 
Not just because of traffic movement but more because of a loss of 
quality of life. The street is where inequalities are self-evident: where 
obesity, hazardous drinking and psychological distress are prevalent. 
It is also where retail and food outlets can be seen to have become 
homogenised and where economic inequality becomes self-evident 
in the street at night.

Therefore, it is very difficult to achieve ‘slow’ at street level. An 
example of a project that has achieved ‘slow’ is the New York High 
Line. An elevated railway line in Manhattan that has been converted 
into a nature trail above the bustle of the city below. The same nature 
trail would not work at street level (even if traffic were removed) as 
one would not be separated from the day-to-day trials and anxieties 
of city life. 

My second hypothesis is that ‘slow’ is exemplified by the natural world. 
Landscaping in cities is associated with health, well-being, tranquillity 
and greenery with soft boundaries. Landscaping is also associated 
with the gradual change of seasons. Of particular importance are 
‘cultural landscapes’ that have historical relevance due to events (e.g. 
the precise location of the deal to purchase in Auckland or in Horotiu) 
and physical characteristics that reflect a culture’s values (e.g. the 
original sea bed or the ancient stream of Waihorotiu).

My third hypothesis is that ‘slow’ is concerned with refuge and retreat. 
“When we are “out and about” or “pounding the pavement” in a city 
we are prospecting. We are looking for opportunities, looking for 
what is new and interesting. Cities are full of opportunities, that is 
why people go there, but what refuge do they offer? The slow spaces 
are the spaces of refuge, both physical and mental, that we retreat 
to when we are overwhelmed, in need of comfort, or just tired at the 
end of the day”. 

In my design proposal, I have removed the scheme from street level 
and, instead, placed it below the pavement. Also filled with indigenous 
planting and food crops (bullet points 4 and 6, Chapter 3, towards a 
slow city) it becomes an oasis and retreat within a busy area of the 
city. However, being placed below pavement level has an advantage 
over High Line; at least everybody can see into it.

It is also placed below street level to respect the lost history and 
heritage of the site where the foreshore and seabed once provided 
food. Maori heritage tends to be hidden and covered in a city due 
to urban development. In our bicultural nation, only western culture 
tends to be seen in buildings and urban form.

If ‘cultural diversity and uniqueness of individual cities’ (bullet point 5, 
chapter 3, towards a slow city) is to be achieved, then the lost culture 
should be somehow reinstated. The traditional environment can no 
longer be protected (bullet point 4, chapter 3, towards a slow city), 
land reclamation and urban infrastructure  under, beside and above 
the proposed site, has prevented this. However, it can be reintroduced 
through cultural symbolism.

These ideas are all compatible with Te Aranga design principles, in 
particular:

Taiao: the natural environment is protected, restored and/or enhanced.
Mauri Tu: environmental health is protected, maintained and/or 
enhanced.
Tohu: Mana Whenua significant sites and cultural landscapes and 
landmarks are acknowledged.

6.2 Physical Slow

’Apart from the perceived ‘slow’ characteristics of the design, there 
are also physical aspects of the design that reduce speed. Perhaps 
the most important is that of ‘meandering’. The routes, stream and 
bridges in the design meander across the site. This slows the pace as 
there are no shortcuts, and this gives people the opportunity to view 
parts of the site from different angles and pause if necessary.

Another feature that slows movement is the arrangement of objects 
such as the market place and eating areas that interrupt direct routes 
across the site. To move in and out of them requires a weaving motion 
or diagonal pattern of movement. There are no passenger lifts or 
escalators and only two entrances in that are gradually ramped so 
that the space slowly reveals itself when entering. 

6.3 Meander

To create ‘perceived slow’ the use of meandering will be used to 
create “physical slow.”

To meander is “to walk slowly without any clear direction.” 51 Or “to 
proceed by or take a winding or indirect course.” 52  

Creating long twisted pathways and indirect routes encourages people 
to slow down, explore and meander through the gardens, exploring 
and educating themselves about healthy eating. The meandering 
encourages the idea of a slow city and removes people from their 
busy schedules. Creating a variety of winding routes, gives people 
the opportunity to spend the day exploring the different possibilities 
and outcomes of the site.

The site will also be set out from the surrounding buildings and allow 
space for the surrounding architecture and for pedestrian access as it 
is not possible to fully stop pedestrian traffic.

6.4 Oasis beneath ground

The aim of the project is for you to feel like you are not a part of the city. 
This will be achieved through placing the gardens and educational 
architecture facilities below ground where you must walk down long 
windy ramps into the space to achieve the isolated feeling. This is like 
High line in New York, flipped around the other way. Being beneath 
ground also ensures that pedestrians walking above can look down 
and admire the beautiful architecture below, which will be paradise to 
the eye but hold an abundance of satirical meaning. 

The site/Quay street would have been under the seabed originally, 
by walking down into the Oasis of the project it reflects the culture of 
what once was, helping people realise what our city used to be.

51  “Meander,” Meaning of Meander in English, Cambridge Dictionary, accessed 
September 15, 2021, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/meander

52 “Meander,» Definition of Meander, Dictionary.Com, accessed July 27, 2021, 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/meander.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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6.5 Architectural Satire for persuasion

In order to relate obesity to architecture, I have used satire as, on the 
one hand, it can celebrate food and its cultural significance while, on 
the other hand, provoke criticism towards governance and businesses 
that have turned their back on the issue of obesity in NZ.

I have taken my definition of architectural satire as, 

“humorous criticism that has the capability of raising joy in 
all who witness it while simultaneously sparking rage at 
the wider social and economic shortcomings of our built 
environment. A thin veneer of juvenility coats multiple layers 
of sharp analysis on a wide range of contentious issues faced 
by contemporary cities and their inhabitants.” 

6.6 Use of Architectural Satire on site

As mentioned in Chapter 4 in the example of Dismaland by Banksy. 
The point of Architectural Satire is to catch people’s attention and to 
hide a greater story through a design. 

For instance, the architectural satire on the current site aims to 
create awareness about how we have to look at changing our eating 
habits back to more traditional ones focusing on our culture rather 
than on food which is not part of our heritage such as the American 
McDonalds.

The definition of satire in the built environment (“A thin veneer of 
juvenility coats multiple layers of sharp analysis on a wide range of 
contentious issues faced by contemporary cities and their inhabitants” 
describes the approach taken in this design proposal. 
There will be those who will only see and understand the design at 
the level of a ‘thin veneer of juvenility’. But for those who look deeper 
and venture into the design, the ‘contentious issues’ are incorporated 
in the design through symbols, of cultural food related issues. 

This chapter describes the symbols that will be used in the design 
and their relevance in connecting the symbolism to a food culture that 
has become lost. These symbols are discussed in more detail in this 
chapter.

6.6.1  Whale skeletons
The use of whale skeletons as a symbol of the important 
traditional source of food of beached whales (recognised 
by the Treaty of Waitangi).

Since Māori first journeyed to New Zealand over a 1000 years ago, 
there has been significant connection to whales through whakapapa, 
as a revered taonga and through the dependence on them as a source 
of food and materials. 

Unfortunately, the significance of ‘Ko ahau te tohorā, te tohorā ko ahau’ (I 
am the whale, and the whale is me) has evolved into a more disconnected 
relationship and this saying can (in most cases) no longer be used in the 
way it was intended. Many Māori do not have the connection to the 
environment that once was vital to surviving in New Zealand.

The Marine Mammal Protection Act 1978 regulates the cultural access 
and use of the stranded whales.

Historically whales were considered a sign of abundance and high 
rank, and feature in a number of stories displaying a range of functions, 
such as companions of tohunga (expert practitioner) and guardians on 
the journeys to New Zealand. Once Māori had settled in New Zealand, 
whales were utilised for the large protein source, and the implements 
that could be made from the bone and teeth.

Whales were a symbol of abundance and richness, due to the amount 
of food and material they provided and were often compared to chiefs.53 

Polynesian explorers navigated using a range of very specific methods 
that were passed orally through generations. Among the range of tools 
used were biological clues, such as the seasonal migrations of sperm, 
humpback and right whales. The whales that were used as navigational 
aids had a special relevance to Polynesian. 54

They were used in a number of other ways; the meat as food, the oil 
for preserving and the teeth and bones were carved into ornaments or 
weaponry. 55

Stranded whales also provided Māori with a range of resources including 
bone, ivory (rei), ambergris (mimiha), baleen (hihi), sinews (uaua), oils 
(hinu), and flesh (kiko) 

Whaling was important in the connecting of Māori and Europeans by 
working together on the whaling boats or shore stations, and through 

Figure 31. A beached whale being stripped of its blubber.
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 06 marriage arrangements. Māori crew were noted for their courage and 

familiarity with the sea. 56

After the closure of the whaling industry, New Zealand orientated 
towards a strong move to the ‘Save the Whales’ stage. The legislation 
followed this movement with the creation of the Marine Mammals 
Protection Act in 1978 and the Conservation Act 1987. New Zealand 
signed up to international organisations such as the International 
Whaling Commission (IWC) and Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES).

However, under Article Two of the Treaty of Waitangi, iwi have rights 
to be able to harvest resources from stranded whales. Though this 
has been contested by those who do not like images of a whale jaw 
bone being removed. 57

The Department of Conservation is obliged to give effect to the 
principals of the Treaty of Waitangi under Section 4 of the Conservation 
Act 1987 (C. Act, 1987). And acknowledge the cultural, spiritual 
historic and traditional association with marine mammals.58

The use of a whale skeleton symbolizes the loss of an important food 
source and sacred animal for Māori.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

53  Margaret Orbell, The Natural World of the Māori (Auckland: Williams Collins 
Publishers, 1985) 

54  M. W Cawthorn, “Whales as food” in Meat consumption from stranded whales 
and marine mammals in New Zealand: Public health and other issues (Wellington, 
Department of Conservation, 1997), 5-8, https://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/
science-and-technical/casn164.pdf

55 Alexander Gillespie, “The Evolving Bicultural Relationship with the Management 
of Cetaceans in New Zealand,” Asia Pacific Journal of Environmental Law 6, no.46, 
(2001),  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/290673410_The_evolving_
bicultural_relationship_with_the_management_of_cetaceans_in_New_Zealand
 
56 M.W Cawthorn, Māori, Whales and» whaling»: An Ongoing Relationship 
(Wellington: Department of Conservation, 2000), 3-6, https://www.doc.govt.nz/
documents/science-and-technical/casn308.pdf

57 Rata Pryor Rodgers, The Connection of Māori to Whales, Post-graduate 
Certificate in Antarctic Studies, 2016/2017, https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/
handle/10092/14087/The%20Connection%20of%20M%c4%81ori%20to%20
Whales.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
 
58 Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu, Draft Beached Marine Mammal Protocol, 2003.

6.6.2  The Seabed
The importance of the seabed on customary areas to 

collect food. 

In recognition of the customary fishing that took place on the 
proposed site (for this architectural proposition), the reclaimed land 
will be stripped back to reveal the approximate original position of 
the seabed. A ramp will descend from the approximate position of the 
original foreshore and follow the original line of the sea bed.

The foreshore was also a customary place of launching waka that was 
effectively lost in 1840, though there was no clear legislation until 
2004 (Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004). To mark this, waka sails are 
included in the design to demonstrate the historical use of the site. 
(Continued in point 6)

This is an important part of the history of this area that started with 
the stone that was taken from Tangihanga-o-Pukaea (the pealing 
forth of the trumpet) (later Point Britomart) and was used to cover 
the sea bed and foreshore near the mouth of the Te Waihorotiu in the 
areas once known as Nga u Wera (the burnt breasts) and Te Rou Kai 
(the food gathering). 

European settlers described Te Waihorotiu in the 1840s as “a 
considerable tidal creek” running along the west of Queen Street (as 
now known) (Southern Cross 1862). Te Waihorotiu was a source of 
drinking water in the earliest period of Auckland’s settlement, and it 
was reported to be full of eels and small native trout above the tidal 
estuary. 59 

Nga u Wera was near the mouth of Te Waihorotiu, where the stream 
once emptied into Horotiu Bay (later Commercial Bay). According 
to one story, children from two settlements often went down to the 
foreshore to spear patiki (flounder).60 

Te Rou Kai was a former pipi bank between the mouth of Te Waihorotiu 
and Point Britomart on the eastern side of the bay. 
The destruction of Point Britomart ended the customary fishing of the 
sea bed and foreshore. Early colonial history recognised the seabed 
and foreshore as being owned by the Crown.

“From 1840, the Crown, through its officers, orders and, eventually, 
legislation, gradually intruded on and disturbed the varying degrees 
of customary (including spiritual) association that Māori communities 
had with the foreshore and seabed.” 61 

The dispute over customary rights continued for over 150 years and 
eventually came to head in 2004 when the Government introduced 
the Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004 giving the Crown full legal 
ownership.

In 2009 the National-led government, as part of a November 2008 
confidence-and-supply agreement with the Māori Party, undertook 
a review of the Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004. In response to 
the review the Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011 
was passed, repealing the 2004 act. The new law replaced Crown 
ownership of the foreshore and seabed with a ‘no ownership’ regime, 
and restored the right of iwi to seek customary rights and title in court.

However, the proof required to restore the rights is extremely 
onerous. By May 2021, more than 200 applications for recognition of 
customary title and customary rights under the act had been made. 
Two had been granted. 62 

59 Simon Best, The Queen Street gaol: Auckland’s first courthouse, common gaol 
and house of correction: Auckland Conservancy Historic Resource Series No. 2, 
(Auckland: Department of Conservation, 1992)

60  Auckland Star, “Queen Street Gully,” Landmarks in Māori Days, volume Lxii, (10 
October 1931): issue 240, page 8.

61  Mark Hickford, “Law of the foreshore and seabed,” Māori rights, The Encyclopaedia 
of New Zealand, updated January 1, 2015,  https://teara.govt.nz/en/law-of-the-
foreshore-and-seabed/page-2

62  Mark Hickford, “Law of the foreshore and seabed,”.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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6.6.3  Waihorotiu Stream
The daylighting of the ancient Waihorotiu Stream that 
originally ran into the sea in the location of the site.

The Waihorotiu stream once ran down Queen Street and flowed 
into Horitiu bay which is now known as Commercial Bay. The stream 
in Māori mythology was home to a taniwha (a spirit) and was an 
important source of food and culture for Māori. 

The Te Waihorotiu stream flowed down to and discharged into the 
Waitemata harbor roughly where Customs Street is today. A study 
on daylighting the stream recommended that, “any future potential 
daylighting of the Waihorotiu would extend beyond its historic flow 
path, into the reclaimed land of the Auckland waterfront.”63  

This would cut across the proposed site and so the design will 
include this feature for its historical importance and to irrigate the 
planting in the proposed development. The water entering the site 
will be cleaned and the proposed extension of the ancient stream 
will become a symbol of the importance of pure natural watercourses 
not only for drinking but also for the food, such as eels, that it can 
sustain.

Around 700 years ago, in the warmer climate of that period, Te 
Waihorotiu flowed through a typical coastal broadleaf podocarp 
forest. 64 In 1840 it was described as a source of drinking water in the 
earliest period of Auckland’s settlement and it was reported to be full 
of eels and small native trout above the tidal estuary. 65

However, within a year, “the natural watercourse soon became fouled 
by drains and sewers.” 66 An open drain was built in 1842 but this 
was insufficient resulting in a gradual construction of Ligar’s canal.

63 Mark Lewis and Boffa Miskell, Stream Daylighting: Identifying Opportunities for 
Central Auckland: Concept Design, Technical Publication TR2008/027, (Auckland,: 
Auckland Regional Council, 2008), http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/council/
documents/technicalpublications/tr2008-027%20stream%20daylighting%20
identifying%20opportunities%20part%201.pdf

64 Simon Best, The Queen Street gaol: Auckland’s first courthouse, common gaol 
and house of correction,. 

65  Simon Best, The Queen Street gaol: Auckland’s first courthouse, common gaol 
and house of correction

66 Mark Lewis and Boffa Miskell, Stream Daylighting: Identifying Opportunities for 
Central Auckland: Concept Design,.

67  “City Improvements – The Ligar Canal,” Daily Southern Cross, xxv, no. 3642 (March 
22, 1869): 3, https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/DSC18690322.2.19

68 “The Ligar Canal Nuisance,” Daily Southern Cross  Xxix, no. 4875 (April 11, 1873): 
2, https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/DSC18730411.2.8

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ligar’s canal was completed in 1859 but the roof collapsed in June 
1860 and it remained open until the 1870s. It was described in 
1869 as, “the receptacle of abominable filth of every kind, night-soil, 
garbage, the putrescent carcases of animals, and every conceivable 
kind of rubbish left to stagnate and fester, liable to generate plague 
and pestilence in the very heart of the city” 67 

In 1873 the newly-created city council advertised for tenders for work 
for drainage in Queen Street. This was part of a period of replacement 
of the old canal by a fully-enclosed brick barrel drain, followed later by 
concrete drains. 68 Subsequently the Te Wahorotiu has been repaired 
with concrete pipes and there is limited access to it today.  

Figure 32. Plan of the original shoreline of Auckland. The course 

of the Waihorotui runs diagonally in an orange colour and is 

extrapolated to illustrate where it could be ‘daylit’ within the current 

form of the City and terminates at the proposed site
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6.6.4  Waves
The foreshore that was customarily used to launch boats 
and for collecting food. Through the symbol of waves.

Like the foreshore the waves are important as they symbolize that the 
site was once open and now it is not. The waves symbolize crashing 
on the shore which was once there (see in bullet point 2).

The site at the end of Customs street will have the waves crashing onto 
the shore line as if it was once there and the site end which is situated 
towards Quay street will have a water bath giving the impression that 
you are now in the water.

This is important as all the aspects in between the waves and ocean 
include satire such as the sails, waka and whale bones of what the site 
used to be made up of. This gives people the idea of what we need to 
go back to. 

6.6.5  Terraced gardens
The stone terraced gardens that once covered thousands 
of hectares of the city but are now nearly all lost.

The Ihumatao terraces located once in Mangere were once the food 
basket for Auckland. The food terraces were made with volcanic rock. 
In a city that has destroyed most of its past, a small fragment still 
exists in the Stonefield’s of Ōtuataua on the Ihumatao peninsular. 
These fields give us an insight into methods of food production since 
the early ancestors arrived. Bringing with them tropical plants, they 
managed to create a landscape that allowed these plants to survive.

This will be partially recreated within the design proposal as these 
fields have come to symbolise not only the ingenuity and labours 
of the early ancestors but also a symbol of land taken. Land taken 
by force and threat in 1863 and given to the brother-in-law of a 
politician who supported the eviction. 69 Over one hundred years later, 
the Waitangi Tribunal’s Manukau Report in 1985 concluded that the 
“Waikato tribes had never been in rebellion and had been attacked by 
British troops, in direct violation of the Treaty of Waitangi of 1840.”70 

Before the eviction the mana whenua cultivated their ancestral 
lands in the new bicultural nation: “Māori continued to cultivate their 
gardens, providing food for the mission station and their European 
neighbours as well as for the nearby township of Auckland” 71 

The terraced gardening system was estimated to have once covered 
over 8000 hectares in Auckland. Now only about 160 hectares 
survive. 72 Gathering the volcanic rock into walls, terraces, windbreaks 
and drainage systems, the fertile soils allowed tropical plants brought 
from Polynesia to survive.

69  Lucy Mackintosh, “Unearthing the History of Ihumatao: where the land tells 
stories,” History, RNZ, updated August 19, 2019, https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/on-the-
inside/396954/unearthing-the-history-of-ihumatao-where-the-land-tells-stories
 
70 Lucy Mackintosh, “Unearthing the History of Ihumatao: where the land tells 
stories,”.

71  Lucy Mackintosh, “Unearthing the History of Ihumatao: where the land tells 
stories,”.

72 Janet M Davidson, The prehistory of New Zealand, (Auckland: Longman Paul, 
1984),.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 33. The original eviction notice served on the “Native Race” 
of Ihumatao that ended the significant production of food from the 
terraced gardens
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 06 6.6.6  Sails

The importance of Sails to represent the rights people 
had to launch their waka prior to land reclamation.

Waka Sails are used to mark the once foreshore which the site is 
placed on before the land was reclaimed. (See in bullet point 2)

The use of Sails as Satire on the site represents the right people 
lost for being able to launch their boats once the city expanded and 
through the land reclamation of the site is.  Canoes and sail shapes 
used to vary considerably over the Pacific and over time. Early canoes 
(13th century) were multihulled with at least two double spritsail 
rigs.73 

Over time there was a shift to monohulls and a decline in sailing 
performance 

One reason for this is that sail-making originally used fabrics made 
from tropical plants. The same plants could not be found in New 
Zealand. 74 The oldest known sail (Te Rā) is in the British Museum 
and is still under investigation.

Figure 34. A New Zealand war canoe. From a Collection of Drawings 
made in the Countries visited by Captain Cook in his First Voyage. 
November 2, 1769. 

Figure 35. Change to monohull waka

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

73 Geoffrey Irwin, Dilys Johns, Richard Flay, Filippo Munaro, Yun Sung and Tim 
Mackrell, T, “Review of Archaeological Māori Canoes (Waka)’ which ‘Reveals Changes 
in Sailing Technology and Maritime Communications in Aotearoa/New Zealand, AD 
1300–1800,” Journal of Pacifc Archaeology 8, No. 2, (September, 2017) 31,

74 Cath Anne Smith, “Identifying the Plant Materials,” Cathannesmith, Te Ra: The 
Maori Sail, updated 13 May, 2019, https://teraa.co.nz/2019/05/13/identifying-the-
plant-materials-in-te-ra/

Figure 36. Drawings made in the Countries visited by Captain 
Cook in his First Voyage. 1768-1771. January 1770

Figure 37. Te Rā, the oldest known waka sail
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 6.6.7  

Incroporating satire 

onto the site06

1

2

3

4
5

6

The site being beneath 
ground symbolises the 
seabed
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Conclusion
A brief overview of all the research undertaken 
for the research proposal and its outcomes.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

My original research question was based on my concern of the 
negative effects that ‘fast food’ was having on society in New Zealand. 
I was trying to connect the seemingly unrelated topics of Architecture 
and health together.

Fast food and the changing of our city are both areas which have led to 
the problem of obesity. My research into obesity (chapter 2, evolution 
of fast food) indicated that, while all of society is affected by the poor 
nutrition value of fast food, there are certain socioeconomic and ethnic 
groups that are particularly vulnerable. This appears to be for several 
reasons. Firstly, fast food companies are predatorial. They actively 
seek to establish outlets within low-income communities where the 
low-cost, low-value, addictive products (having ‘dependence’ and 
‘opiod’ effects (Chapter 1), result in a diet that has very little personal 
choice. They also actively seek to capture the market of children by 
advertising immediately outside schools.

However, it is my conclusion that the primary reason for the 
very significant vulnerability, in particular of Maori and Pacifica 
communities, is because of an erosion of a food culture that started 
with European settlers and has continued ever since. The food culture 
and diet of these communities changed from the traditional methods 
of collecting, cultivating and cooking to become what has been 
described as an ‘American menu’. 

We have created the problem ourselves and overall, our problem 
lies in “fast.” Fast food, a fast city a need for speed. My research has 
uncovered the problems around the nutritional value (or lack of) of fast 
food. Firstly the problem with “fast food” is the dictionary definition, 
it is misleading as it implies that food is prepared and served quickly. 
This is not the problem. The problem is fast food is full of refined 
sugar, trans fats, high sodium contents and unhealthy nutritional 
benefits. The definition does not include this, despite being the main 
reason why it is bad for our health. This is a well- documented area 
of research that is not contested even by the main producers of fast 
food.

Fast food is just one part of a fast city. In terms of a “fast city” we often 
associate it with the momentum of what is happening around such 

as foot traffic, vehicle speed, growth, population and density. All of 
these are what our fast city is but it again misses out the underlying 
issue. Fastness in society is what has shaped our fast cities. We want 
everything instantly and we have lost our culture of what we once had 
because of the need for immediacy. This loss of culture because of an 
invasive diet has been witnessed across the world and, in the mid 
1980s, Italy began to fight back by starting the ‘slow food’ movement. 
Again, it was nothing to do with speed but was a rejection of fast food 
that undermined the Italian culture. The ‘slow food’ movement had 
little impact in New Zealand and, being in the New World, the NZ 
food culture did not reach back as far as that of Italy. 

The “slow food” movement also brought with it the “slow city” 
movement where urban governance became involved in limiting or 
halting the spread of fast food (for example, the almost universal 
‘sugar tax’ that NZ has rejected). This starts to explain the title of my 
thesis, “Fast Food, Slow City”. Auckland is a fast city (discussed in 
chapter 3, evolution of a fast city) and it is also full of fast food outlets. 
What my design proposal is trying to do is create a place where slow 
food can survive and flourish within this fast city through reconnecting 
between our skills and environment.

My research led me to realise that the key to providing an architectural 
response that addressed the problem of fast food would be through 
cultural tradition, in particular the traditions of food collection, 
cultivation and cooking that have significantly diminished in NZ. 
Reconnecting with New Zealand’s historic culture will help reverse 
the effects of obesity.

These traditions have not just diminished over the course of time 
because of modernity but have been actively and purposefully 
restricted by the removal of rights and land.  These rights are discussed 
in chapter 5 and include the taking of land on which food can be grown, 
the denial of access to the seabed and foreshore and development 
that has destroyed traditional areas of food and freshwater collection.
Based on my research this created the aims for my project to slow 
the city down, educate the public about healthy eating, the cultural 
qualities of food and use satire to provoke criticism towards fast food 
industries and the NZ Government who have promoted fast food and 
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have turned their back on obesity.

The logical location for a site for my design proposal is where it all 
began in Commercial Bay, Auckland. The chosen site is situated in 
between the new Commercial Bay shopping center and Britomart 
train station on lower Queen Street. The site is where the British ship 
Anna Watson anchored in 1840 and contained representatives of the 
Queen of England with the intention of purchasing the area of land 
that we now know as central Auckland. In exchange for the land Ngati 
Whatua received trousers, shirts, blankets, caps, tobacco, pots “one 
bag of sugar, one bag of flour.” The sugar and flour were a novel diet 
and now symbolizes the first transaction involving the ingredients of 
fast food and is the reason the site was chosen as the ideal location 
for the project to educate people on our history and culture.

The site has been recently redeveloped by a private developer with 
the purpose of the design to reflect the idea of ‘Te Komititanga.’ This 
means it was designed for people to stop, pause and reflect, hence the 
name which means to “mix” in Māori. This pedestrian only site in the 
heart of the CBD has not achieved this and is often filled with people 
travelling between public transport, work, life and the busy city. This 
creates the opportunity to try and re design the ‘Te Komititanga’ again 
incorporating a “slow city.”

The design proposal is based on the symbolism behind the loss of 
Indigenous food culture on both this specific public site in the city 
centre (although recently sold to a private developer) and New 
Zealand in general. This includes; the loss of fresh water and food 
from the Te Waihorotiu stream due to development on Queen Street, 
the loss of food from the original beach that is now reclaimed land, the 
loss of the right to launch traditional fishing boats on beaches due to 
the Seabed and Foreshore act (and subsequent legislation), the loss 
of productive land for cultivation ( for example, at the stonefields of 
Ōtuataua and many other places), and the loss of the traditional right 
to harvest meat from beached whales.

As our culture has shifted, satire helps remind people of what used 
to be there before the fast city. The intention for my architecture is to 
bring these back visually. 

Architectural satire has been defined (see chapter 1) as:

“Humorous criticism that has the capability of raising joy 
in all who witness it while simultaneously sparking rage 
at the wider social and economic shortcomings of our built 
environment”.

In the case of my design, the ‘joy’ is the playfulness of a design that 
includes sculptural waves, whale skeletons, a meandering stream, 
symbolic sails of a waka and garden terraces made of volcanic rock. 
The ‘rage’ is the symbolism contained in these features. The loss of 
Indigenous rights and land and the continuing inaction of successive 
governments to take action against a widespread diet that is causing 
such harm to society in general and more so, to specific communities. 
It is a rage that is fuelled by the exposure that the Government of NZ 
is itself a major investor in the fast food industry and, therefore, has a 
vested interest in doing nothing about the problem. 

I have used whale skeletons as a symbol of how beached 
whales were once an important traditional source of food for 
Māori. The whale was once an important spiritual connection to 
the environment for Māori which has now been lost by many. 

The use of incorporating the seabed back onto site in recognition 
of the fishing which used to take place on the site but has now 
been stripped by the land reclamation. This is also another 
reason why you descend into the site beneath the pavement. 

By reincorporating the Waihorotiu stream down through the 
site which used to run down Queen Street. The stream used 
to be home to a taniwha (spirit) and again was another food 
source for Māori.

Using waves to symbolize the crashing of the shoreline, which 
was once there, The site end situated towards Quay street will 
have a water bath giving the impression of the ocean which was 
once there. The ocean which was where the site was situated 
before land reclamation was the main food source for Māori as 
they ate mainly fish as protein.

Sails will be used to represent the Waka Māori used to fish from 
and launch from the site. This right has now been taken away 
and been replaced with the city.

The Ihumatao stoned terraces will be placed bellow the 
pavement level as the stone gardens that use to cover thousands 
of acres of the city in Mangere were once an important food 
blanket for Auckland. (The Government recently tried to take 
these away to expand the city)

To create a slow city, one of the main principles of the design was to 
make it an oasis that was, as far as possible, removed from the ‘fast 
city’. To achieve this, the site is ramped down at an angle that follows 
the original foreshore and seabed. There are no short cuts across the 
site. You are encouraged to meander through the site and experience 
the culture rather than taking a fast route through. It is a public space 
that contains an auditorium, educational spaces, a market and ancillary 
spaces. 

Decorated by the symbolic sculptures, the design proposal also 
provides space to produce a small number of traditional foods on the 
terraces and eels in the stream. It is intended to be a tranquil space, 
beneath the fast city above, that respects, promotes and produces 
traditional cultural food.

Overall, my design is based on satire. It intends to stick two fingers 
up to the fast food industry and its supporters. At the same time, it is 
a space that can be used for educating those that are vulnerable to 
fast food. It can educate people on the cultural traditions of a diet that 
is both healthy and that can help build on the appropriate values of a 
respectful bicultural nation. It is a retreat from the fast city where you 
are invited down to the market to eat and buy, educational facilities 
to cook, grow and learn and most importantly to experience the 
architecture. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 5. 
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Figure 6.
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8. 
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Figure 9.
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Figure 12.
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21, 2015 https://streetartutopia.com/2015/08/21/inside-banksys-
dismaland/
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Figure 22.
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Figure 23.
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Libraries special collections, accessed 10 October, 2021, https://
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Figure 24.
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from Auckland libraries special collections, accessed 10 October, 
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Figure 16. Photograph taken by Antonia Garelja
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Figure 18.
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Figure 19.
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Figure 27.
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October, 2021, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auckland_Ferry_
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2, 1769, from teraa, accessed October 3, 2021, https://teraa.
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Voyage, 1768- 1771, from teraa, accessed 8 October, 2021, https://
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Figure 37.
“Te Ra,” from University of Otago, setting sail for Te Ra, accessed 8 
October, 2021,
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